
eG Innovations Monitoring
and Observability Drives 
Healthcare IT Success

eG Enterprise is uniquely capable of 
addressing Healthcare IT needs:

Get unmatched visibility and insights into the 
performance of key applications and services:

End-to-end performance monitoring and auto-diagnosis of IT 
applications and infrastructure ensures great user experience 
and enables excellent patient care. 

AIOps unified monitoring and observability 
for 500+ key application and infrastructure 
components including:

Digital Workspaces and DaaS including Citrix, 
AVD, Amazon WorkSpaces, VMware and more.

Virtualized and containerized environments.

Cost-e�ective APM for Java, .NET, PHP, Node.js 
and other common application stacks.

Database monitoring for all major databases 
on-prem and in cloud.

Comprehensive Network, Server, Storage, 
App Server, IIS, Cloud monitoring and more.

O�ice 365 monitoring including Outlook, 
MS Teams, SharePoint and more.

84% of users said that eG Enterprise 
helped them avoid application 
performance outages by identifying 
problems before end users were 
a�ected.

83% of users saw value within the 
first month of installing eG 
Enterprise.

72% of users reported that eG 
Enterprise helped reduce the time 
to identify the root cause of 
application performance.

http://tinyurl.com/mr22krh5 http://tinyurl.com/mstyfhub

Enhance user satisfaction and improve 
MTTR through rapid troubleshooting of 
IT issues in a single console.

Eliminate finger-pointing between teams. 
Immediately recognize whether it is a 
hardware, Java, database or VDI issue.

Improve operational e�iciency. Reduce 
IT costs through AIOps-powered alerting 
and automatic root cause diagnosis.

Right-size and optimize your infrastructure 
using our advanced analytics capabilities. 
Capacity plan for long-term needs.

www.eginnovations.com

Proactively monitor Citrix, VMware, AVD 
and other digital workspaces by detecting 

issues before users complain.

Get visibility into every layer and every tier 
of application and infrastructure tiers from 

a single pane of glass.

Prove where the cause of issues lie 
using AIOPs-based topology views for 

root-cause diagnostics.
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